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Abstract—The emerging tendency of today’s business is 

automation of business process in order to optimize 

different parameters like access to market, capturing 

market, consideration of global opportunities etc. This 

whole business process can be automated and optimized 

using software. Software is core component of today’s 

business process. Many traditional approaches exist to 

develop software but Global Software Development (GSD) 

is new paradigm in this era. The core concept behind GSD 

is to exploit different time zones, diverse skill set and access 

to market. This new paradigm also brings emerging 

challenges to manage and develop software projects i.e. 

communication, coordination and control. This work 

proposes a framework based on multi-criteria evaluation 

methodology for managers and software development 

experts to maximize their potential in positioning their 

projects in terms of the socio-cultural risks during 

controlling GSD projects. 

 

Index Terms—GSD, communication, coordination, control 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Like many areas, the software development is also 

affected by business globalization. This is paradigm shift 

of co-located teams working in the same building to 

network of software engineers connected globally 

working in different time zones. Nowadays, many IT 

companies have serious tendency towards Global 

Software Development (GSD) where developing teams 

are distributed across different sites of the globe [1].The 

characteristics of GSD i.e. quickness in market time, 

access to cheaper yet skilled labor, round-the-clock 

development and proximity to market, attract many IT 

companies to venture in this paradigm [2]. GSD brings 

many opportunities but with some sever challenges due 

to natural distance. This distance may be temporal 

distance i.e time zone differences around the different 

countries of the world, geo-graphical distance and socio-

culture distance. The core activities of software project 

management like communication, coordination and 

controls are severely suffered by this distance. 

Pervasiveness of numerous challenges makes the nature 

of GSD more risky and challenging [3]. The problems 
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become more complex when there is multiple and 

conflictive criteria [4]. When organizations enter to this 

new paradigm, they are welcomed by new type of 

constraints. The risk management can be re-engineered 

according to nature of GSD due to its unique nature [5]-

[6]. Sensitive consideration is given to risk management 

in successful projects and [7], including IT projects. The 

core activity in risk management is to identify different 

risks and accordingly mitigation strategies [7]. Risk 

identification is extremely complicated during GSD due 

to limited knowledge of associated challenges even for 

more experienced project managers [6]. In this paper we 

focus on socio-culture distance risks during controlling 

GSD projects and their corresponding mitigation 

strategies.  Risk can be specified by probability of 

suffering loss during pursuing goals due to unpredictable 

or beyond factors [8]. This study is based on Systematic 

Literature Review (SLR), empirical studies and industrial 

surveys for designing sets of challenges and 

corresponding mitigation strategies. The idea of this 

research is aligned with Smite’s proposal of risk 

management framework that contains GSD related risk 

identification checklists and accumulation of best 

practices that serves as knowledge base for risk 

mitigation guidance [9]. This paper is organized as 

follows. We discuss related work in Section II. Section 

III describes the problem domain. Section 4 discusses 

research methodology. Section V discusses the proposed 

approach and finally Section VI concludes the paper. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In early days, Barry Boehm was the first person to 

introduce the concept of risk management [10]. He 

reported some reasons for conducting risk management 

in software development i.e. avoiding rework, avoiding 

disaster, stimulating win –win solutions and avoiding 

overkill. The essence of GSD is different to that of co-

located one. Risk management process should be tailored 

to GSD setting keeping in mind its importance [11]. 

Risk management is executed in hierarchical structure 

i.e. operational, tactical and strategic. Software 

development can be directly associated to risk 

management at operational level and it is performed by 

project managers [12]. Decision making can be supported 
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during strategic and tactical levels by risk management 

process e.g decision about project distribution i.e. to 

distribute it or not. An SLR has been performed by 

Prikladnicki et al [13] to discover GSD process model 

patterns. They provide risk minimization algorithm i.e 

building and improving trust, assessing offshore partner 

potentials, prove operational efficiencies, enhance 

effectiveness, re-engineer offshore partner into a more 

responsive development. 

Hossain et al [14] proposed a risk identification and 

mitigation conceptual framework for Scrum practices in 

GSD. A distributed risk management process model was 

proposed by Kajko-Mattsson et al [7]. The main focus of 

this model is process phases, risk management roles, 

channels of communication and actions in coordination.    

The model was based on an empirical study at IBM 

Sweden. 

III. CONTROLLING GSD PROJECTS 

Socio-cultural distance is a measure of an actor's 

understanding of another actor's values and normative 

practices [15]. Situation interpretation and reaction to 

specific event is affected by culture [16]. This complex 

dimension can be categorized as national and 

international culture, politics, language, work ethics and 

international motivations. In case of common 

organizational cultures, two actors should have low 

socio-culture distance when they have different national 

and culture backgrounds. But on other hand high socio-

culture distance is required between two co-nationals 

when they have different company backgrounds. The 

culture distance is directly proportional to geographical 

distance but it is mandatory in each case. Sometime in 

case of small geographical distance, the culture distance 

is large.  

A. Control Oriented Socio-Cultural Distance Risks 

In case of GSD, the distance can be considered as 

socio-cultural, geo-graphical and temporal. The 

developers in Global Software Development have 

different backgrounds, cultures, ethics and time zones 

[17].  All these issues have association with cultures such 

as time sensitivity, attitude towards hierarchy, 

coordination and communication styles.GSD exploit 

these differences but with some obstacles during working 

process. Software development is communication 

oriented activity and during GSD this activity is 

disturbed due to culture differences which resulted in 

rework and misalignment. In absence of more effective 

knowledge and information sharing approaches, the 

benefits of GSD cannot be exploited [17]. Before 

entering to the local market, a comprehensive study 

should be practiced in order to understand its culture. To 

get success in global market, an organization should 

properly manage the risks during GSD and positive 

aspects should be captured in shaping the development 

process in detail and in general the culture [18]. The 

socio-culture variables can be defined by differences of 

system of values which govern our lives. The parameters 

which define the culture may be values, norms, and 

expression manners, style of communication and relative 

value of respect of an organization hierarchy. In today’s 

business processes, software acts as a viable component, 

and well organized risk management policy is required to 

cleverly guide software development projects [19]. 

Literature provides technical shape to socio-culture 

distance risk which can be characterized by level of 

understanding and acceptance. This understanding and 

acceptance is concerned with practices, values and norms 

of other stackholders. The socio-cultural propinquity 

between different persons is not reciprocal because 

people can accept and understand very easily the customs, 

values and practices of each other [9]. All above 

mentioned issues rectify risks impact during GSD which 

need a well formed and knowledge-base approach to 

mitigate these risks. In case if there is not culture 

similarity exist between two members then divergent 

values can be created which makes the trust build up 

more difficult and acts as fundamental source to destroy 

this relationship[20]. Projects performance can be 

negatively affected by Cultural differences. There is 

budget overruns, time overruns and minimized system 

quality. The following is list of important socio-culture 

risks reported by literature: 

 Ensure equal domain knowledge 

 Minimize and manage staff turnover 

 Inadequate skill set 

B.  Mitigation Strategies 

Strategies can be activities or approaches which 

employed to relieve risk impacts or its occurrences which 

are associated with problems and challenges [21]. 

Risk management is continuously and actively 

exercised in all well organized and managed software 

development efforts. Risk management is inherently 

complex in co-located teams but GSD makes it harder 

due to its distance nature. All is going ok but how do we 

do this? One solution is to develop a warehouse that 

accumulates all critical incidents which are to be 

analyzed methodically. The outcome of this method will 

be a pattern language which will aid to analyze, palliate 

and/or mitigate cultural mishaps [22]. 
The following list provides mitigation strategies for 

socio-culture risks reported from literature and industry 

survey: 

 Acknowledge cultural difference 

 Ensure upper management support through the 

project 

 Apply appropriate rewards to employees 

 Provide Training 

 Cross-skilling 

IV. RESEARCH METHOD 

This research is based on the assumption of 

interprevitism i.e. reality is socially constructed, multiple 

interpretation and realities exist and scientific research is 

time and context dependent [23]. An online survey was 
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executed to calculate preferences of each risk and their 

corresponding mitigation strategies. Survey represents a 

collective system to collect information in order to 

explain, describe and compare attitudes, knowledge and 

large populations. 

A. Sample Selection  

MCDM are decision making tools which are used at 

executive levels. For this study, an expert pool was used 

which is analyzed, explored using approaches like 

internet, research groups, Skype, on-line software 

development groups and social media like LinkedIn and 

Facebook. The main emphasize was to select those 

organizations who are working in Global Software 

Development.   

B. Questionnaire Design 

Questionnaire was designed using the approach of 

AHP.  In this study, the transitive property was not 

employed due to less number of criteria and alternates.  

Fig 1 shows format of the question used for AHP. 

Table I shows satty’s scale which measure relative 

importance of one factor over other. 

 
                   9     7     5      3   equal 3    5     7   9  

             

Figure 1. AHP questionnaire format 

TABLE I. SATTY’S SCALE 

Intensity 

level 

Definition Explanation 

1 Equal preference Two factors equally preferred. 

the objective 

3 Somewhat more 
preference 

 

One is slightly favored over 
other on the basis of judgment 

and experience 

5 Much more 
preference 

one is strongly favored over 
other 

7 Very much more 
preference 

Very strongly preference 
 

9 Absolutely more 
preference 

Extreme preference 

2,4,6,8 Intermediate 
values 

When compromise is done 

C. Research Questions 

In this study following research questions were 

investigated. 

Q.1 What is the relative impact of reported socio-

culture distance risk during control of GSD projects? 

Q.2 Which mitigation strategy is more appropriate on 

the basis of this relative impact in Q1?  

V. CONTROL ORIENTED SOCIO-CULTURE DISTANCE 

RISKS EVALUATION: AN MCDM APPROACH 

More theory based research is needed to enhance the 

current understanding of risk analysis during Global 

Software Development. Risk mitigation is inherently 

more complex in software development because of nature 

of software as reported by F.P Brooks, but the GSD 

nature makes it more harder because there is distance 

involve. Managing people when there is not physical 

touch, become more challenging. All these scenarios also 

complicate decision making and particularly when there 

is multi and conflictive criteria. MCDM represents a 

group of techniques for decision making which prioritize 

the decision variables and alternates on the basis of 

personal judgment of industry experts. These methods 

have high potentials in reducing the time and effort and 

increase the precision of decisions and provide well 

suited framework for solving decision making problems. 

With this characteristic, decision makers have the 

possibility to easily examine the problem and scale it in 

accordance with their requirements [24]. Here we 

introduce the ANP method which is one of the MCDM 

families in order to prioritize the socio-culture risks and 

their corresponding mitigation strategies during control 

of GSD projects. 

 
Figure 2. ANP network process 

A. Analytic Network Process 

The Analytic Network Process (ANP) is the enhance 

version of AHP and one of the well known MCDM 

(Multi Criteria Decision Making) method introduced by 

[25]. The basic structure of the ANP is an influence 

network of clusters and nodes contained within the 

clusters [26]. There is concept of inner and outer 

dependencies i.e one cluster elements are connected with 

other cluster elements which is termed as outer 

dependency and if it is the same cluster then it is called 

inner dependency. In case of outer influence, there is 

comparison of influence of the one cluster elements on 

other cluster elements with respect to some given control 

criteria. In case of inner influence, the influence of one 

element on other elements in a group is compared. 

According to decision making structure provided by ANP, 

the one group elements can be connected with other 

group elements depending on the user requirements in 

order to investigate the process to design different scales. 

The ANP can be characterized by two networking groups. 

The first group contains the criteria and sub-criteria and 

second group contains the mutual influence network for 

the elements which are lying in criteria and sub-criteria 

groups. This is the reason why the mode of thinking used 

Extreme 

preference                                                                                                    

Extreme 

preference                                                                                                    



 

 

in ANP is capable of mimicking human thinking more 

than AHP in decision making [27]-[28]. Fig. 2 shows the 

network structure of criteria, sub-criteria and alternates. 

B. Results  

The ANP solver tool was applied to do calculation.  

The input to expert judgment obtained through 

questionnaire. In first phase the reported risks were 

analyzed and then mitigation strategies were investigated. 

Table II, Table III & Table V show super, weighted and 

limit matrices respectively. 

TABLE II. SUPERMATRIX 

TABLE III. THE WEIGHTED SUPER MATRIX 

    Ensure equal 
domain 

knowledge 

Minimize 
and manage 

staff 
turnover 

Inadequate 
skill set 

 

Acknowledge 
cultural 

difference 

Ensure upper 
management 

support through 
the project 

Apply 
appropriate 

rewards to 
employees 

Provide 
Training 

 

Cross-
skilling 

 

Ensure equal 

domain 

knowledge 0 0.64 0.533 0.405 0.405 0.405 0.405 0.405 

Minimize and 

manage staff 

turnover 0.533 0 0.267 0.223 0.223 0.223 0.223 0.223 

Inadequate 
skill set 0.267 0.16 0 0.123 0.123 0.123 0.123 

0.123 
 

Acknowledge 

cultural 
difference 0.058 0.022 0.098 0 0.078 0.086 0.102 0.091 

Ensure upper 

management 

support 

through the 

project 0.026 0.025 0.062 0.049 0 0.039 0.049 0.023 

Apply 
appropriate 

rewards to 

employees 0.027 0.035 0.007 0.048 0.036 0 0.048 0.045 

Provide 
Training 

 0.058 0.05 0.011 0.102 0.078 0.086 0 0.091 

Cross-skilling 
 0.031 0.068 0.021 0.051 0.058 0.038 0.051 0 

 

 Ensure 

equal 
domain 

knowledge 

Minimize 

and manage 
staff 

turnover 

Inadequate 

skill set 
 

Acknowledge 

cultural 
difference 

Ensure upper 

management 
support through 

the project 

Apply 

appropriate 
rewards to 

employees 

Provide 

Training 
 

Cross-

skilling 
 

Ensure equal 

domain 
knowledge 0 0.8 0.67 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 

Minimize 

and manage 
staff turnover 0.667 0 0.333 0.297 0.297 0.297 0.297 0.297 

Inadequate 

skill set 0.333 0.2 0 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 

Acknowledge 
cultural 

difference 0.288 0.11 0.492 0 0.313 0.346 0.408 0.364 

Ensure upper 
management 

support 

through the 
project 0.131 0.123 0.312 0.196 0 0.158 0.196 0.091 

Apply 

appropriate 

rewards to 
employees 0.137 0.174 0.036 0.193 0.142 0 0.193 0.182 

Provide 

Training 
 0.288 0.251 0.057 0.408 0.313 0.346 0 0.364 

Cross-

skilling 

 0.155 0.342 0.103 0.204 0.232 0.151 0.204 0 
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C.  Prioritization of Risks and Mitigation Strategies 

The outcome of this work is to prioritize the reported 

risks and their corresponding mitigation strategies 

according to their relative values. Table 4 shows the risk 

prioritization and table 6 shows the mitigation strategies 

prioritization. These results does not mean that one factor 

is x% better than other but just it shows the ranking order 

according to their relative impact and importance. The 

relative importance of each strategy is a function of the 

relative impact of each risk. The ranking of mitigation 

strategies (alternates) depends on the ranking of risks. 

Each strategy has relative mitigation potential for risk. 

The selection of strategy become more subjective in this 

case so MCDM approaches provide best tools for 

facilitating decision making. The big advantage of 

MCDM mechanisms is that we can change the relative 

importance of each factor dynamically and prioritization 

of alternates changes accordingly. Importance of each 

strategy is a function of the relative impact of each risk.  

MCDM approaches provide the concept of sensitivity 

analysis which measures the flexibility to change the 

relative values without altering the final results.  

TABLE IV. RISKS PRIORITIZATION 

Risk  Impact level 

Ensure equal domain knowledge 0.349 

Minimize and manage staff turnover 0.277 

Inadequate skill set 0.163 

TABLE V. LIMIT MATRIX 

 Ensure 

equal 

domain 
knowledge 

Minimize and 

manage staff 

turnover 

Inadequate 

skill set 

 

Acknowledge 

cultural 

difference 

Ensure upper 

management 

support through 
the project 

Apply 

appropriate 

rewards to 
employees 

Provide 

Training 

 

Cross-

skilling 

 

Ensure equal domain 

knowledge 0.349 0.349 0.349 0.349 0.349 0.349 0.349 0.349 

Minimize and 
manage staff turnover 0.277 0.277 0.277 0.277 0.277 0.277 0.277 0.277 

Inadequate skill set 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 

Acknowledge 

cultural difference 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.056 

Ensure upper 
management support 

through the project 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 

Apply appropriate 
rewards to employees 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.029 

Provide Training 

 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.051 0.051 

Cross-skilling 
 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 

 

TABLE VI. MITIGATION STRATEGIES PRIORITIZATION 

Strategy Mitigation level 

Acknowledge cultural difference 0.056 

Provide Training 0.051 

Cross-skilling 0.042 

Ensure upper management support 

through the project 0.033 

Apply appropriate rewards to 
employees 0.029 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The objective of this work is to quantitatively analyze 

the socio-culture distance risks and their corresponding 

mitigation strategies during Global Software 

Development. In software engineering, decision making 

is more complex process due to its nature i.e complexity, 

conformity, changeability and invisibility. The decision 

making complexity increases when there are conflicting 

and multiple criteria. MCDM approaches provide very 

useful tools to solve these issues. The results of this study 

show that “ensure - equal domain knowledge” is most 

critical risk during GSD while “acknowledge culture 

differences” is more favorable mitigation strategy. These 

results verify the results produced by previous research 

which reports that culture is more critical issue in GSD 

projects. In future a case study research is needed to 

strengthen our knowledge base and understanding.  Other 

MCDM mechanisms should also be employed to 

intensify these verification and results. 
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